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Tano appears in parts: first, his feet in slippers
that he must have since 1952 and hasn’t washed since
then; then, his brown pants, full of chameleon-like
stains that have become colored by dint of permanence; seconds later, his green sweater that must have
more or less the same age as his slippers and the same
frequency of washing; finally, the wrinkles on his face
and a completely misplaced smile that hangs from his
mouth. If anyone else had seen him, they would have
thought he was the author of the events that once again
had all the neighbors half asleep on the sidewalk. But
I know his smile is a sign of another kind of victory:
once again, he managed to make me wait ten minutes
at the door of the store, amidst the cold, the murmurs
and death. Again.
All around him, the dogs are barking madly. I
have to go in very carefully: if they escape, he’s going
to make sure everyone knows it was my fault, even
though no one cares. For some reason he unlocked
the door and went to the back in a continuous slipper
shuffle, without even looking for a few minutes at what
was happening in front of him. The dogs didn’t follow
him because this morning there are more promises for
them outside than inside. I think I should leave and
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never come back; that it is almost my moral duty to
leave him, with the store open, until the dogs break
the glass and run propelled by the force of hunger
straight into the barren field. I don’t think the police
will be able to stop the attack of fourteen dogs that will
throw themselves on them with no more warning than
a few barks.
This cold is going to be with me all day.
I hate Tano, not getting another job.
I hate the crowd huddled around that cursed field
that has become an open grave.
The third one.
The police guard from the second one left just a
few days ago. From the stationary’s, we were witnesses of the relays: two pot-bellied officers with faces of
deadly boredom gave place to other two less pot-bellied, but with equal faces of resignation. Sometimes
they would disappear for a while in the hardware store
and then return to their places. It was not a very entertaining sight, but there is not much to see on this
street, even though it is an avenue, in theory.
This morning, when I got off the bus, I had made
up my mind: if Tano didn’t raise the shutter when I
arrived, I was going to kill him. Killing him is the only
constant thought I have while commuting. No matter what time I arrive, Tano waits exactly ten minutes
and, only then, he raises the shutter and lets me in.
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He doesn’t care whether it rains, whether it’s cold,
hot or windy, whether a meteorite suddenly falls. He
is immune to my yelling, to any kind of threat, to my
frantic kicks against the shutter. Sometimes procrastinating kids have to wait with me and, of course, they
are late for school. I don’t complain anymore. Every
time I hear the metallic squeak of the shutter, I concentrate and wait to hear, on the other side, a bang:
Tano’s head explodes like a watermelon falling out of
a window and everyone in the neighborhood starts to
be a little happier.
As soon as I arrived, I knew that was not going to
be the day. Again, the small crowd in the street; patrol
cars, men in navy blue; vans with TV channels logos,
journalists. Wires throughout the street; neighbors
in slippers, huddled on the sidewalk as if they really
needed to see what was going on there.
I walked without hurrying. I didn’t need to get
there to know the shutter was down. If there’s one
thing you can’t criticize Tano for, it’s his persistence in
his wickedness. Even if there is a sea of people around
a corpse outside, the ten-minute waiting ritual is sacred. In the dark, harassed by the barking of fourteen
dogs that have conquered every room with that unbearable smell that gives their presence away even if
they are not there, Tano waits with the patience of a
life-sentenced.
I almost crossed the street, but I didn’t: I did
it the first time and the smell of burnt flesh left my
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guts churning all day. I’d better stay on the sidewalk,
I thought. I don’t understand how the others can be
there, so close, without breaking down; how they
move only out of curiosity. The twins’ mother breaks
away from the tide: I see her coming. “How can it be
that Tano has just opened the store,” she says to me. I
tell her that he doesn’t care about anyone. I say it out
loud. Some of them turn around: my intervention has
been a bit exaggerated, but it was not directed at them,
but at Tano, who is surely spying us from the inside.
I wonder why his curiosity doesn’t bend him after all.
Those who looked at me in disapproval returned to
their murmurs in a matter of seconds. Why is it that
people automatically feel the need to mumble before
the presence of a death body. As if the corpse cares.
As if the corpse is capable of sensing that a bunch of
people it has never met treat it with respect.
“Another one, another one...”, repeats the twins’
mother. I suspect, then, that a neighbor found it and
has already been telling lurid details. If I didn’t have to
be here, I would be watching everything on television.
But no, people come to put their own living bodies on
the scene. What do they expect to see; what do they
want to find out. We barely know something about the
first two women: their burnt bodies were dumped in
the only barren field that still remains in what would
be the center of the neighborhood. Of course we didn’t
know it was the only one, they said it on television
when they had nothing else to say.
I finally walk inside. I let the dogs bark at me, let
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them smell me as usual. If I could have my olfactory organs removed, I would gladly do it. People keep
coming despite the stench because Tano is disgusting
but he is well-known for his low prices, for giving away
old pens that still work or yellowish paper that can no
longer be sold. While I get rid of my backpack and take
off my jacket, my nose doesn’t stop smelling but it gets
used to it a little. The twins’ mother looks like she wants
to come in but a little afraid. The dogs start barking at
her. Tano whistles from the hallway. He calls them.
He calls each dog by its own name. He spits fourteen
names into the air and the dogs withdraw one by one.
Every time he does it, I feel like one day he’s going to
give them all a command and someone is going to find
my body torn into pieces behind the counter. I even
dream about it some nights. I try to convince myself
that he can’t do it. If he could, he would have done it
by now. I’m sure of it. We are bounded by mutual hatred and mutual need.
When there is no longer a single dog left in the
place, I close the door that connects it to the corridor
that leads to the shack where Tano lives; I open the
entrance door in a futile attempt to let fresh air come
in. The twins’ mother enters and asks me for maps:
American continent, political division, number three.
While I am looking for them, she spits something
about the third one. I try not to pay attention to her.
She says pretty much what everyone says in these cases. Of course it’s terrible, of course it’s awful. She pays
for the maps and with the change, tells me she’s afraid.
—And you? Aren’t you afraid?
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I don’t know what to feel anymore. They say the
dead women were not from this neighborhood because nobody reported any disappearances. That is to
say: they are not burning women from this particular
neighborhood, they just leave them here when everything is over. I say to myself that I don’t have to be
afraid. Or that I don’t have to be more afraid than before, when they didn’t throw burnt bodies in our faces,
when it happened to us more or less the same things
that happened to everyone else.
I am more afraid of what happens in the intervals:
between one dead body and the next, certain characters take their morbid curiosity for a walk and wander
around the area asking questions as if we were keeping some secret, some piece of information capable of
clarifying what can no longer be fixed. I am even more
afraid that all this, by dint of repeating itself, will become ingrained in us like a birthmark.
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